Electrocochleogram after transection of vestibulo-cochlear nerve in a patient with a large acoustic neurinoma.
This study reports pre- and post-operative compound action potentials (CAPs) that were recorded from a 27-year-old woman with an acoustic neurinoma. During surgery it was necessary to totally sever her vestibulo-cochlear nerve to excise a large tumor. A pure tone audiogram changed to the scale-out pattern immediately after operation. However, CAP, the waveform of which was broadened, has been recorded 3 years post-operatively with a threshold elevation of 10 dB over the pre-operative threshold. This phenomenon suggests that CAP may originate from the extreme periphery of the auditory nerve within the cochlea. The broadening of the CAP was assumed to result from enhancement of the negative summating potential included in the CAP. We studied the effect of preceding stimulus on CAP using paired click stimuli pre- and post-operatively. A reduction of CAP amplitude in response to the second click of paired clicks was markedly suppressed in the inter-click interval between 3 and 80 ms post-operatively. We speculate that depletion of adaptation induced the abnormal CAP recovery described above and that the lateral efferent nerve system was involved in abnormal CAP adaptation with transection of the vestibulo-cochlear nerve in this case.